Assignment 5, CS 251, Mar h 16, 2019.

Write the algorithm for parsing a binary input sequen e to
prepare it for Lempel-Ziv ompression. Assume that the input an be exa tly parsed, i.e., that there isn't
an in omplete last pie e. The output is a sequen e of pairs (i; j ), where i refers to a pie e number, and
j 2 f0; 1g. For example, the sequen e 0 00 001 1 000 0011 10 0000 is parsed into (0,0), (1,0), (2,1), (0,1),
(2,0), (3,1), (4,0), (5,0). Your algorithm should take time O(n).

Exer ise 1.

Lempel-Ziv

ompression.

How would you store a sequen e of
the optimality or near-optimality of your solution.
Exer ise 2. Coding.

n

11-digit de imal numbers? Please dis uss

We de ne a Hu man tree on an alphabet A of size n, where for symbol
i, pi represents a frequen y
ount (a positive integer). Someone has onstru ted a anoni al Hu man
tree (of size 2n 1) for this, with the root having number 1. We have a table T of size n, where T [i℄ has
an integer-valued pointer to the leaf node in the Hu man tree for symbol i. Ea h of the 2n 1 ells in
the Hu man tree onsists of left, right and parent pointers, a symbol number (whi h is only useful for
leaves), a weight (i.e., a frequen y or sum of frequen ies), and next and previous pointers in a linked list
that has the nodes in level order. It is also known that the weights in this level order are nonin reasing
(one an always maintain this).
Exer ise 3. Huffman trees.

In an adaptive Hu man tree ontext, one would like to adjust this Hu man tree in O(n) time if
symbol i in reases its frequen y by one. (This operation an be iterated if we have a sequen e of su h
in reases.) Please write an algorithm for this.
Exer ise 4. Greedy method in algorithm design: the
ir le-pa king problem. In the onedimensional ir le pa king problem, one is given n radii r(1); r(2); :::; r(n). Cir les with these radii are
pa ked in a box su h that ea h ir le tou hes the bottom of the box. The ir les are arranged in the
original order. The problem is to nd the width of the minimum-sized box. The gure below illustrates
what a solution might look like.

Design an eÆ ient algorithm in terms of worst- ase time as a fun tion of n. Hint: for two adja ent
tou hing ir les with radii a and b, derive a formula for the distan e between their enters. See what a
solution looks like, and develop a greedy algorithm for it.
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